Why you should be demanding “Certified OceanGrown”
wheat grass, sprouts and all other food
•

Dry or liquid forms of fertilizers, whether man made or “Natural”, do not contain the “Life Force”
or Natural balance of all minerals. OceanSolution replaces All fertilizers and is full of life force.

•

OceanSolution is the only plant nutrient solution containing ALL Natural minerals manufactured by
Nature and perfectly balanced. Plants thrive on it.

•

Everyone selling wheat grass is advertising that wheat grass takes in the balance of all 90 plus
minerals. We ask, from where the air?

•

Wheat Grass will take up all minerals “available”. Other sprouts and plants will take in many times
more minerals when using OceanSolution. Wheat grass is mineral King.

•

Most people don’t know that wheat grass will also grow in distilled water, meaning, it will grow with
what ever is locked in the seed.

•

Most soils, even organic, have been stripped of the trace minerals.

•

Ask how the wheat grass you are purchasing is grown, what soil, seeds and water source are being
used?

•

Have them produce an elemental analysis showing you what is in the grass. We have this available
for Certified OceanGrown wheat grass growers.

•

Never buy wheat grass without knowing the source.

•

Always buy fresh squeezed wheat grass juice and drink immediately, or buy the grass itself and
juice at home when ready to drink. Certified OceanGrown freshly cut wheat grass can be stored
easily for 14 days refrigerated.

•

All food grown with OceanGrown Standards, have a self life that is usually increased by a minimum
of two times over all other methods of growing!

•

We had our fresh wheat grass juice tested for stability by a laboratory; it is good for up to 14
DAYS in a sterile bottle at 4 degrees Celsius. Unheard of for fresh squeezed juice of any kind.

•

And of course “TASTE”, if food has no taste, it has close to zero minerals and nutrition. We named
the food supply, “Holograms”; they look real but are really just air and water.

•

Demand that your local sprouters and farmers become “Certified OceanGrown”. The new standard
above all, so you and your family can enjoy, “Mineral Rich Foods”, the way Nature intended.

